
Read the comprehension and answer the questions that follow. 

Jenny and Shirley 

Jenny and Shirley were circus elephants, chained up for 23 out of 24 hours, 

transported in tiny train cars and performing on demand for screaming masses. Shirley 

adopted Jenny, still a calf at the time, as her surrogate daughter and the two formed a 

very special, albeit brief bond. Shirley was soon moved away and Jenny remained a 

circus elephant. 

Jenny's life had remained one of stress, confinement and cruel discipline for the next 23 

years. She was only considered to be good enough for the performances she gave in 

the big top and, when she experienced a serious leg injury, she no longer served an 

economically beneficial purpose for the circus. She was soon dumped at a shelter for 

cats and dogs, barely equipped to accommodate a full-sized elephant, and now forced 

to care for the medical needs of one. A committed animal rights activist contacted an 

elephant sanctuary and Jenny was soon transferred to their care. 

 

 

Question 1 

Circle the letter of the correct answer below. 

1.1. What were Jenny and Shirley?   

1.2. How long were they chained up each day? 

1.3. What does the phrase “surrogate daughter” mean?  

A. Biological daughter. 

B. Stepdaughter. 



C. Someone’s niece. 

D. To be adopted.  

1.4. Where in the circus did Jenny perform?  

A. The arena. 

B. The Big Top. 

C. Inside the cage. 

D. Outside the tent.   

1.5. Where did the circus leave Jenny? 

1. Question 2 

2.1 Do you agree with the way that the circus treated the elephants? Motivate your answer  

2.2 What does the following sentence tell us about the character of the circus owner? 

“She was soon dumped at a shelter for cats and dogs.” Motivate your answer.   

2.3 What other alternative path could the circus have followed when the elephant got 

injured? Motivate your answer. 

2.4 Explain the main point of the extract in two sentences. 

2.5 Do you think the animal right activist had a good heart? Motivate your answer.  

3 Question 3 

3.1 What two things did Jenny’s day consist of?  

3.4 Do you think it was a good idea to transfer Jenny to the elephant sanctuary? Motivate 

your answer.   

3.5 Do you think that Jenny and Shirley were reunited again?  

 

 

 

 


